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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1306932A1] A two-part electrical connector comprising a first part (112) and a second part (114) which can be mated together in an axial
direction; the first part including a fixed tubular housing (126) securable to a panel (118); a terminal housing (116) retained in the fixed housing and
extendable in the axial direction through an aperture (124) in the panel, the terminal housing having an outer end (134) for mating with the second
part, a number of outwardly directed radially extending tabs (120) positioned adjacent the outer end on opposed sides of the terminal housing; and
a number of electrical terminals (138) secured in the terminal housing; the second part including a connector housing (140); a number of electrical
terminals (142) secured in the connector housing and mateable with the electrical terminals of the first part; a pair of channels (144) formed in
the connector housing on opposed sides thereof extending in a direction substantially perpendicular to the axial direction; a slide member (122)
positioned in each channel and slidable in the channel relative to the connector housing, each slide member having an angled groove (146) formed
therein for receiving one of the tabs of the terminal housing of the first part, whereby movement of the slide members relative to the connector
housing of the second part causing the second part to mate with, or unmate from, the first part; wherein the terminal housing (116) of the first part
(112) is movable in the axial direction relative to the fixed housing (126); wherein biasing means (132) biases the terminal housing into the fixed
housing; and wherein, on mating, the terminal housing moves relative to the fixed housing against the biasing force of the biasing means. The
electrical connector is for use where space (height) restrictions are an issue. <IMAGE>
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